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Pakistan Ryder

  

Pakistan Ryder is a cross between Pakistan Valley and Ruderalis. Our Pakistan Valley comes from the Hindu Kush mountains in Northern
Pakistan. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Variant price modifier: 

Base price with tax 23,00 €

Price with discount 20,91 €

Salesprice with discount 

Sales price 23,00 €

Sales price without tax 20,91 €

Discount 

Tax amount 2,09 €

Ask a question about the seed 

Seed BankWorld of Seeds 

Description 

Pakistan Ryder is a cross between Pakistan Valley and Ruderalis. Our Pakistan Valley comes from the Hindu Kush mountains in Northern
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Pakistan. This cross is a good example of Cannabis Ruderalis, which, over the generations, has been crossed and re-crossed to produce a
strain with Indica characteristics and the autoflowering genetic programming of Ruderalis.

The result is quite a bushy plant with typical indica characteristics that can grow to 40-80cm. Indoors, she produces large buds and is the perfect
plant for SOG in 7 litre pots. Outdoors, in 11 litre pots, she branches out nicely for an autoflowerer, resulting in good yields also under natural
daylight. She produces a large amount of musky scented resin with spicy, fine hardwood notes. As flowering does not depend on the
photoperiod, she can be grown at any time of the year although yields improve the better the environmental conditions. A good tip for outdoor
growing is to plant out as soon as the good weather starts then repeat a few days before harvesting the first crop to give two good harvests a
year.

Some growers do more, though owing to the less favourable conditions, these crops tend to be less productive. For indoor growing we
recommend a 20/4 light/dark cycle throughout.

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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